To Greta with global activists for Global #WeekForFuture 20-27, 9,2019
https://www.fridaysforfuture.org/
This is far from any past wars,but war now heading extinction before 2040.
Do ask not politicians who have not been aware the fact,but the climate doctor scientists
who have known the deadly climate facts.Politicians must follow their decisive diagnosis.
You must ask them to declare the imminent climate fact that unless establishing urgent
global climate wartime regime to build really effective countermeasure,we would be heading
global climate extinction by fireball earth before 2040.
❶The Fact is Emergent Regime Transition for Climate Wartime !!
Paris Climate Agreement 2015 is deadly fake not disclosing Arctic Methane Risk .
Thereby Climate has been heading toward Global Extinction Hell before 2040 .
Then our unique and only Possible Salvation Technology are as follows
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.
Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Cut Carbon Emissions 80% by 2020
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.

Then don’t blame oil company,but ourselves must encourage and buy new energy products.
The product now is higher cost,which must be overcome by National Strategy to supply as
climate war weapons.

❷Now Climate Salvation Technology are More Advanced as follows.
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
⑴Stop Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
This outrageous engineering needs global fund and genius technology.
⑵Arctic(Earth)Cooling Engineering by Making Clouds to stop Sun Heat .
Essential Earth Cooling needs pulling down atmospheric CO2 from 410ppm to 350ppm
which needs long decades years,,then cooling engineering would be effective to intercept
climate disasters in many local area.Above all,we must protect foods productions(agriculture)
in coming wild climate world !!!,Even genuine countermeasure would have started,for the
time being,climate would not be recovered soon.Patient is necessary as wartime regime.
Upward Floating Mechanism of Aerosol Forming Clouds and CLOUDS MAKING MACHINE
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MA
KING-MACHINE.pdf
⑶Drastic Energy Conversion from Carbon Fuel to H2 Gas.
Within in few months,the Design Formula for Water Electrolysis by Uni-polar Pulse shall be
upload to here.This engineering has been hiding by the evil power.

For establishing of these technology R&D,global genius engineers support is necessary.
Be not desperate,but be with Hope toward really effective actions.Above all,you all should

Encourage the scientists and encourage urgent their fact confession !!!
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Sal
vation.pdf

